Bullies have always been the number one enemies inside and outside the classrooms, but now socialization doesn’t end at schools, bullies turn it to the next level.

Recent survey shows that cyberbulling is the number one cause of suicidal instances in U.S and some parts of Asia. People who are hooked on social networking sites are more likely to commit suicide because they are probable of being cyber bullied. Bullies can be anonymous, making them brave enough to bully someone because those networking sites don’t mandate users to give their full identity.

Fifteen-year-old Amanda Michelle Todd was not been cyberbullied once, but thrice. On September 7, 2012, Todd posted a minute YouTube video which exposed her experiences being bullied using a series of flash cards. After three days, she decided to end up her life. She hanged herself in her room out of too much depression.

Thousand cases of cyberbulling lead into suicidal attempts. Twenty five percent of youths today are experiencing cyber bullying, but out of that number, only one out of ten bullied victims seek their parents help. It’s sad to know that bullied victims don’t have enough courage to tell their parents what’s happening around them, while bullies shamelessly slamming their personalities.

Parents are the one who should be involved in this topic. Proper guidance could save thousands of lives. They’re not the only one who must put an end to this never-ending problem, we ourselves must act upon it. Don’t hesitate to reach out to your parents when you see cyberbullying takes place. The most important thing is, “think before you click,” maybe the problem is not on them, it’s on you. It’s normal for other people to judge so keep you post appropriate.